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4 Most Effective Sales Closing Techniques

Experienced sales representatives understand that building to a close is a process, and it
involves getting a series of commitments as you work your way through the sales
process. 

At each step, you are further qualifying a prospect and moving them through the sales
funnel. But, once you get to the final close, there are 4 closing techniques you can use.

The closing technique you choose should be a logical choice. It must be based on what
you know about the prospect and the type of close you believe will work in your favor.
As throughout the process, it is important to choose your words wisely. Using the right
persuasive language in your closing technique can effectively lead to closing the deal. 

Here are 4 highly effective sales closing techniques:

1. The presumptive close
This technique involves using a phrase or language that assumes the close is a done deal.
 
“What day do you want to get your installation?”

2. The option close
Similar to the presumptive close, rather than asking for a prospect’s business directly, you
ask them which option they prefer. 

“Do you want your installation conducted on a weekday or weekend?”

3. The suggestion close
If you have a good rapport with the prospect and they view you as a trusted expert, a
suggestion close is a good approach. 

“Based on what you have told me about your operations, I would suggest we schedule your
installation on a Monday. What time on Monday works best for you?”
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4. The urgency close
Creating a sense of urgency places pressure on the prospect to make a decision, especially
if you have identified that the client needs to make a decision quickly and is working on
a short timeline. However, unlike other closing techniques, this should only be used
occasionally and by experienced sales reps who have a strong relationship with a client.

“(Client’s name), the difference between deciding now and later is that now you will benefit from
a $500 discount. Would you rather save $500 now, or pay full price at a later date?”

Conclusion
Keep in mind, The art of closing isn’t something one can master over a few days or few
weeks, it takes time and practice and none of these sales closing techniques will work
efficiently unless and until you have practiced it.

If you wish to learn more and take this to the next level quickly, our Sales Bootcamp
offers you an immersive 5-day experience where we cover every aspect of a sale, as well
as extensive practice of closing techniques.
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